ABSTRACT For the geosynchronous-low earth orbit (GEO-LEO) bi-static multi-channel high-resolution and wide-swath synthetic aperture radar (HRWS SAR) system, a novel azimuth Doppler signal reconstruction algorithm is developed based on an equivalent baseline approximating in the azimuth Doppler chirp Fourier transform domain. The main difficulty for the GEO-LEO bistatic multi-channel HRWS SAR system is that the baseline is variant with the scene in the conventional Doppler Fourier transform domain during azimuth signal reconstruction. The developed approach first employs the linear range cell migration correction and chirp Fourier transform to obtain the coarse-focused ambiguity SAR image. More importantly, the baseline component can be approximated a uniform baseline length for the whole image scene and the ambiguous Doppler spectrum can be reconstructed using the available Doppler signal reconstruction approach. Finally, the experimental results for a simulation GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel HRWS SAR system are employed to validate the theoretical investigations and the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
with the development of Geosynchronous Earth orbit synthetic aperture radar (GEO-SAR) and multi-channel SAR technology, the Geosynchronous-Low Earth orbit (GEO-LEO) bi-static multi-channel high-resolution and wide-swath synthetic aperture radar (HRWS SAR) system is proposed [1] - [5] , where the GEO satellite is utilized to be the transmitted platform and the LEO satellite is employed to be the received platform. As the transmitted platform of SAR system, the GEO-SAR is with a capability of widecover for the surface of earth. At the same time, as the received system of SAR system, the LEO multi-channel SAR system is with an advantage of HRWS and a short synthetic
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mehmet Alper Uslu. aperture length [1] . For the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel HRWS SAR system, the received echo is with azimuth Doppler ambiguity. Hence, the azimuth Doppler ambiguous signal reconstruction is a very important step during the SAR imaging processing.
Based on the effective phase center (EPC) processing, the Doppler spectrum reconstruction approaches have been proposed in [6] for the spaceborne monostatic HRWS SAR image processing, i.e. the TerraSAR-X dual receiving antenna has been employed to implement the first spaceborne monostatic digital beamforming experiment for HRWS SAR imaging [7] . Since the spatial-variant residual phased error cannot be accurately compensated by the EPC processing for the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel HRWS SAR system, the unambiguous Doppler spectrum isn't reconstructed in the conventional Doppler Fourier transform domain. To solve this problem, a bistatic weighted time-domain back-projection algorithm without the EPC processing is proposed to reconstruct the unambiguous Doppler spectrum in [8] and [9] . But, the computation load is high for the weighted timedomain back-projection algorithm. In this letter, a novel azimuth Doppler signal reconstruction approach is proposed for the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel HRWS SAR system, where the azimuth unambiguous Doppler spectrum is reconstructed in chirp Fourier transform and the computation load is lower compared to the weighted time-domain back-projection algorithm approach. In Section II, the geometry and signal model is presented; Then, the Doppler spectrum reconstruction is shown in details in Section III; In addition, the imaging processing and some detailed discussions are given in Section IV and V, respectively; In Section VI, the effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated via simulated data; finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VII.
II. GEOMETRY AND SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, the geometry of a GEO-LEO bi-static multichannel SAR system will be presented and the approximate slant-range will be discussed. In addition, the corresponding signal model will be introduced. 
A. GEOMETRY AND SLANT-RANGE
For the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel SAR system, the GEO-SAR system is employed to offer wide-area continuous illumination and a LEO receiver is utilized to provide the higher signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and finer spatial resolution with less power consumption and lower system complexity compared with GEO monostatic SAR [1] . In order to obtain the HRWS SAR imaging for the earth's surface, a multi-channel in azimuth SAR system is adopted to deal with the conflicts between high-resolution and low pulse repetition frequency (PRF). From [10] , the geometry of a GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel SAR system is presented in Fig. 1 , where the GEO platform is utilized to transmit the chirp signal with a velocity of V T , squint angle θ sqT , the beam center slant-range R sqT for a point target P, and the LEO platform is employed to receive the echo with a velocity of V R , squint angle θ sqR , the beam center slant-range R sqR for a point target P. Let t m be the azimuth slow time, the slantrange between the transmitted antenna of the GEO platform and the target in the imaging scene can be expressed as:
where the time delay T = R T (t m )/c and c is the propagation velocity for the electromagnetic wave. Eq. (1) can be re-expressed as:
where
, and X i denote the azimuth position of the i-th point target. When the GEO-SAR works at the low squint mode, the second order Taylor series expression of the slant-range is enough accurate for imaging processing. Hence, Eq. (2) can be written as:
Assume the LEO-SAR system is with N channel, the along azimuth baseline length between the n-th channel and the reference channel is d n . Then, the slant-range for the n-th channel can be expressed as (
When the LEO-SAR system is also work at the low squint mode, Eq. (4) can be derived as:
B. SIGNAL MODEL
Lett denotes the range fast time, γ is the chirp signal rate of transmitted signal, f c is carrier frequency, λ denotes the wavelength. The n-th channel echo can be expressed as:
After the range Fourier transform, Eq. (6) can be re-written as:
Substituting R T (t m ) and R r,n (t m ) with Eq. (3) and Eq. (5), respectively, Eq. (7) can be re-expressed as:
III. DOPPLER SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION
The Doppler signal reconstruction is a very important step for the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel SAR system imaging processing. In this section, we will focus discussing the azimuth Doppler spectrum reconstruction. Before the spectrum reconstruction, the linear range migration correction and chirp Fourier transform will be introduced.
A. LINEAR RANGE MIGRATION CORRECTION AND CHIRP FOURIER TRANSFORM
From Eq. (8), the linear range cell migration correction and range compression function of the n-th channel in the range frequency and azimuth time domain can be expressed as:
After the linear range cell migration correction and range compression, the n-th channel echo can be expressed as:
The azimuth dechirped function can be constructed as:
After the azimuth dechirp operation, the n-th channel echo can be re-written as:
B. AZIMUTH DOPPLER SPECTRUM RECONSTRUCTION Then, Eq. (12) can be re-expressed as:
Assume that the Doppler spectrum ambiguity time is 2K + 1. After the azimuth Fourier transform, the azimuth coarsefocused signal can be expressed as: 
When the azimuth un-ambiguous Doppler spectrum reconstruction using the approach proposed in [10] , the un-ambiguous Doppler spectrum can be expressed as:
IV. IMAGING PROCESSING AND DETAILS DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, the imaging processing for the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel HRWS SAR system will be given. Then, some details for azimuth Doppler signal reconstruction will also be discussed.
A. IMAGING PROCESSING
After the azimuth Doppler spectrum reconstruction, the inverse azimuth dechirp operation and linear range cell migration correction operation is implemented. The reconstructed signal can be expressed as:
The approximate error analysis.
The GEO-LEO bistatic SAR imaging approach proposed in [11] is utilized to obtain the focused SAR image, which can be written as:
B. DETAILS DISCUSSIONS
During the Doppler spectrum reconstruction, the below approximation expression is adopted. 
where R T ,s and R r,s correspond to the slant-range of the imaging scene center for the GEO SAR and LEO SAR, respectively. Then, the n-th channel echo can be expressed as: 
During the Doppler spectrum reconstruction, Eq. (19) is employed to reconstruct the unambiguous Doppler spectrum and the corresponding direction vector for distilling the k-th ambiguity component can be expressed as:
During the approximate processing, the corresponding approximate error for phase can be expressed as:
With the system shown in Table 1 , the approximate error for phase is given in Fig. 2 , where [f a ] max = 3000Hz and d max = 5.41m. Note that the phase error is below 0.1 rad for the swath width of 150km. When the phase error is below 0.1 rad, the influence for the Doppler spectrum reconstruction can be ignored. Hence, the approximate in Eq. (18) is in reason.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, simulations results for the single-point-target and multi-point-target will be presented to illustrate the proposed Doppler signal reconstruction approach for the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel HRWS SAR system.
A. EXPERIMENTS WITH SINGLE-POINT-TARGET SIMULATION GEO-LEO BISTATIC MC-HRWS SAR DATA 1) DATA DESCRIPTION
During the simulation experiment, a GEO-LEO bi-static MC-HRWS SAR system is involved, where the GEO platform SAR system is employed to transmit the chirp signal and the LEO platform SAR system with five-received-channel along track is utilized to receive the echo. Both the GEO SAR system and LEO SAR system work in the low quint and strip-map mode, where the system parameters are shown in Table 1 . In addition, the along track baseline between the two adjacency channels is 1.0820m. When the PRF is designed as 600Hz, the Doppler ambiguity number of each channel is about 5.
2) RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS'S ANALYSIS
With the main system parameters shown Table 1 , the echo is collected by the LEO multi-channel SAR system, where the echo in the range frequency and azimuth time domain is shown in Fig. 3(a) for each channel. After the azimuth Fourier transform, the echo in the range frequency and azimuth Doppler domain is presented in Fig. 3(b) . Note that the azimuth Doppler spectrum is ambiguous. The reason is that the low PRF is adopted to obtain the wide range swath and the azimuth Doppler signal is under the sampling. After the Doppler signal being reconstructed using the proposed GEO-LEO bi-static MC-HRWS SAR reconstruction approach, the ambiguity-free Doppler spectrum is shown in Fig. 3(c) , where the Doppler spectrum is wellreconstructed. Then, the well-focused point target image can be obtained, where the imaging result is shown in Fig. 3(d) after 16 times interpolation. The corresponding range slice of the point target imaging result is shown in Fig. 3(e) , where the peak to sidelobe ratio (PSLR) is about −13.24dB. In addition, the azimuth slice of the point target imaging result is shown in Fig. 3(f) and the corresponding PSLR value is −13.23dB. Hence, the experiment illuminates the feasibility 39544 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The multi-point-target imaging result after 16 times interpolation.
of the azimuth Doppler signal reconstruction approach for the GEO-LEO bi-static SAR system.
B. EXPERIMENTS WITH MULTI-POINT-TARGET SIMULATION GEO-LEO BISTATIC MC-HRWS SAR DATA
In order to further illuminate the performance of the proposed Doppler spectrum reconstruction approach for the GEO-LEO bi-static MC-HRWS SAR system, a multi-pointtarget simulation experiment is implemented, where nine point-targets is involved and the swath width is 150km. In addition, the main system parameters for the GEO-LEO bi-static MC-HRWS SAR system is presented in Table 1 . The image result of the nine point-targets is shown in Fig. 4 . After the 16 times interpolation processing, the corresponding result is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the nine point-targets are all well-focused. Hence, the proposed Doppler spectrum reconstruction approach can work well for the GEO-LEO bistatic MC-HRWS SAR system with wide swath imaging ability.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the Doppler ambiguous frequency spectrum reconstruction approach has been investigated for the GEO-LEO bi-static multi-channel HRWS SAR system. In the conventional Doppler Fourier transform domain, a spatial-variant phase with image scene brought by the baseline in azimuth of the LEO SAR platform. In order to avoid the influence brought by the spatial-variant phase for the azimuth Doppler spectrum reconstruction, the azimuth Doppler chirp Fourier transform is introduced and the corresponding approximate processing is adopted. After that, the spatial-variant phase can be ignored and the Doppler spectrum can be well-reconstructed with the available Doppler signal reconstruction approach. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed approach is validated by the simulated sets of single point and multi-point targets.
